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Omi asked, “What level has Princess Yun Meng reached now?”

“Late Human Immortal.”

“Ah.”Omi was startled, so strong.

“People are so resourceful and have immortal destinies, reaching the late Human Immortal stage isn’t
a difficult task.”

“Then how can I be chosen by her when I’m even weaker than her.”

“Even though you’re weaker than her, the emperor has stipulated that as long as the top three in any
realm have a chance, even if it’s someone lower than her realm.”

“I’m now a pre-human immortal, the weakest immortal, I think it’s too unlikely, but I’m going to try
anyway, I’m going to challenge a few geniuses first.Father-sama, give me a list of the Yunluo Immortal
Country, Pre-Human Immortal, and the top ten geniuses on the list.”

“Good.”

Soon, Zhou Tie got the list here.

Omi took a look and was directly dumbfounded, the top ten of the Pre-Human Immortal, all of them
had reached the end stage.

And Omi was only at the pre-Human Immortal starting stage, although the same realm, but the
difference is a bit much. The first website m.kanshu8.net

Zhou Tie said, “Mi’er, I heard that you defeated the Prince of Zhennan before?”

“Yes.”

“And it still spiked him?”Zhou Tie asked again.

“Right.”

“Hehe, Mi’er, that Zhennan prince is at the pre-Human Immortal halfway stage, you’re now able to
defeat the halfway stage Zhennan prince, is it still far from defeating the end stage pre-Human
Immortal?I have full confidence in you.”

“And what does Father mean?”

“Mi’er, you can’t win the top ten pre-human immortals yet, you might as well go and defeat those that
reach the halfway point first and replace their ranking, after that, you can move forward step by step.”



“But when will Princess Yun Meng choose her son-in-law?”

“Not so fast, at least in fifty years.”

“Fifty years later ah, I thought it was going to start right away, that’s fine.”

Omi took another look at the pre-Human Immortal genius list, the one ranked 16th was the one who
had reached the halfway point, the pre-Human Immortal realm, and was halfway through cultivation.

“Lou Hu Nan?”Omi looked at the sixteenth place list.

Zhou Tie said, “Lou Hu Nan, who is the strongest among all the people who have reached the halfway
point of the pre-celestial stage, has the strength to spike the Prince of Zhennan.Mi’er, do you have
confidence?Wouldn’t it be right for you to challenge him, in case you can’t win?”

“It’s fine, I’m confident that I can spike the Prince of Zhennan, and I believe I can defeat this Hu
Nanbu.”

“Good.”

Zhou Tie was full of excitement, if Zhou Mi could enter the 16th place in the Pre-Human Immortal
Genius List, he would also be infinitely glorious and very proud.

Omi said, “Lord Father, then help me go down to the battle and ask Hu Nan Lou to fight me, openly.”

“Good, I’m going.”Zhou Tie turned around and left.

Soon, the challenge book was written and Zhou Tie sent someone to Hu Nan Lou’s house.

Hu Nanlou’s father was also a first-grade official of the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom.

In the past, Hu Nan Lou’s father was hardly in the same position as Zhou Tie and the others, although
they were both first-grade officials, they were not in the same position because their sons were
different.In the past, Zhou Tie, among all the first-grade officials, his status was the lowest category.

At noon the next day, Hu Nan Lou received a challenge letter from Omi.

“Bang.”Hu Nan Lou’s father, Hu Danian, seeing Zhou Tie’s reincarnated son, dared to pick the

Battle his son, who was suddenly angry, as if he had been insulted.

“In three days, the Immortal Kingdom tournament will be held to determine the winner.Zhou Mi.”Lou
Hu Nan looked at Omi’s letter, her face full of veins.

“Grass you, what kind of a thing are you to even dare to issue a challenge to me.”Hu Nan Lou stomped
the letter on the ground in anger.

Zhou Tie’s image was so bad that it was extremely insulting to be challenged by such a person, at least
that’s what Hu Nanbou thought.

Zhou Tie had great confidence in Omi, so Zhou Tie also sent people, to spread this matter widely,
making sure to make it known all over the city.



The servants of the Zhou residence, who had been in various restaurants and other public places
throughout the day to spread this matter, were very happy to spread it, after all, Omi was their young
master.

At the imperial palace.

“Your Holiness.”

“What is the matter.”The emperor of the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom was in a bit of a bad mood,
because yesterday, that prince of his named Yun Cheng, was beaten by Omi on the street again, two
sons in a row were beaten by Omi, where would the face of this royal family be, if he had known that
Omi, a trash, was so strong, he would have sent a genius prince in the first place.

The emperor said, “Why do you think that the reincarnated Zhou Mi is so strong?Even I, Yun Cheng,
couldn’t beat him, my son Yun Cheng is not an absolute genius, but he is still considered to be in the
middle.My royal family to the face, beaten twice in a row, I am not happy, I will immediately go and
arrange another genius prince.”

That underling said, “Your Majesty, it’s not necessary.”

“Why is it unnecessary?Am I just going to put up with this?”

“Your Majesty, I have come precisely for this matter, and I have just received the news that Zhou Mi
has sent a letter of challenge to the 16th ranked Pre-Human Immortal, Hu Nan Lou, to fight it out in
three days at the Royal Tournament Grounds.”

“What.”The emperor was startled.

“Your majesty, that Hu Nanbu is a genius who has cultivated to halfway in the pre-human immortal
stage, and is halfway first, and the fact that Zhou Mi dares to provoke him shows that Zhou Mi is
confident in himself.Which prince will you send again?If you send a prince who is in the pre-Human
Immortal stage to cultivate to the finish line, it’s a bit suspicious of bullying the little ones with the big
ones, because it’s said that Zhou Mi is only in the pre-Human Immortal starting stage.If one sends a
pre-Human Immortal cultivating to the halfway stage, then people Zhou Mi would even dare to
challenge the strongest halfway stage Hu Nan Lou.”

“Since that’s the case, let’s see if Zhou Mi can really defeat Hu Nan Lou first, I don’t believe that
someone who was so bad in his previous life would change so much in this life.”

Somewhere in the harem of the palace.

“Princess, extra-large news.”A palace maid arrived in front of a princess who was both beautiful and
intelligent.

“What mega news.”

“It’s about Zhou Mi.”

Princess Yun Meng snorted, “I already know, Yun Cheng is really useless, he beaten him in the street,
what a disgrace to my royal family.”

That palace maid said, “Princess, the slave girl is not talking about this matter.”

“Then what is it?”



“Just got the news, Zhou Mi has issued a challenge to Hu Nan Lou, three days later, in the Royal
Tournament arena for a showdown, Zhou Mi wants to replace Hu Nan Lou’s ranking in the pre-human
immortal stage.”

“What? Zhou Mi where did he get the confidence to dare challenge Hu Nan Lou?”Princess Yun Meng
was startled.

“I’m also wondering, he’s been reincarnated for so long, he didn’t go looking for where to find a pretty
good woman, but he got a brain fever to challenge Hu Nan Lou.”

“Hmph, let’s see then, how Hu Nan Lou killed him, the empire agreed that the person who takes the
initiative to challenge someone else, if they lose, the other party can kill them.”

“Now the whole city knows about it.”

“How ignorant.”
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